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Inline Alpine 
 
GUIDELINES OF WR POINTS CALCULATION   
 

1. Regulations for Competitors  
Those participants will be listed in the World-Skate RAD TC world ranking list who paid 
the license fee for the current year (status “A”); see also “Guidelines of Licence Fees”.  

2. Competitions 
All those results which are listed in the current World-Skate RAD TC calendar and in the 
World-Skate RAD TC calendar published before the first race will be taken into the 
annual calculations of points. Two of the athlete’s best results will be taken into the 
calculation, women and men listed separately.  

3. Evaluation of Points 

3.1. Starting List 
At the beginning of the year the starting list will be made for the new year. The points of 
the final list of the previous year (see 3.5) will be taken; athletes with the status “H” (hurt) 
(see 3.2) will be considered. Then the first one on the list will be put on 0.00 points and 
all the following athletes will be listed adequately. 

3.2. Status “H” – Hurt 

If an active Athlete cannot take part in at least two races of the season because of an 
injury, illness, job, etc., his/her status will be changed from “active” (status “A”) into “hurt” 
(status “H”) upon receipt of an written declaration of the association. 
This certificate is to be sent to analyses@worldskate-rad.org by the responsible 
consultant of the association before the last race of the season. Certificates which are 
received later cannot be considered. The change of the status will be done after the last 
race of the season, if the athlete took part at a maximum of one race. 
The additional points defined in 3.5 will be considered automatically. In drawing up the 
starting list a reduced extra of 2.5 points on the starting list points of the previous year 
will be made if there was no participation in any race of the season. If there was a 
participation in only one race, the extra of 2.5 points will be added to the average of the 
points of this race and the starting list points. 

3.3. Athletes Not Active  
Athletes who did not pay the licence fee of the previous year will have 100.00 points. 
This is also valid for athletes who changed from one nation to another nation. 

3.4. Improvement Lists  
Upon release of a result by the World-Skate RAD TC administration, the athlete’s points 
will be updated automatically. So there will be a new list of points after each race. 
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Two of the best results will be taken into calculation for the determination of the points. If 
necessary, the year`s starting list will be taken as a result.  

3.5. Final List of the Year  
The final list of the year will be made after the last WR race of the year, which is the 
official world ranking list. Two of the best results will be evaluated. The average produces 
the number of the points in the list of points. In case of only one result, 5 points will be 
added. If no result had been achieved during the season, there will be an extra of 10 
points added to the points of the starting list. 

4. Evaluation of Points  

4.1. Racing Points  
The racing points will be mentioned behind the name of each athlete in the result list. 
Those will be determined by the following percentage calculation, women and men 
separately.  

Racing points = (100 / fastest time x raced time) –  100  

4.2. Extra points of the competition  
This extra will be calculated from the 10 best athletes of a competition and will be 
calculated separately for female and male athletes. 
The average of the best 5 list points produces the extra points of the competition which 
will be put on the top of the result list.  

Example: 
 

PLACE  TIME  NAME  LIST POINTS  BEST 5 
1  70,70  SURNAME1  First Name1 0,18  0,18 

2  71,07  SURNAME2 First Name 2 0,00  0,00 

3  71,71  SURNAME3 First Name 3 1,57  1,57 

4  72,36  SURNAME4 First Name 4 4,05   

5  72,53  SURNAME5 First Name 5 3,72  3,72 

6  72,67  SURNAME6 First Name 6 6,05   

7  73,14  SURNAME7 First Name 7 6,62   

8  73,28  SURNAME8 First Name 8 100,00   

9  73,40  SURNAME9 First Name 9 5,93   

10  73,64  SURNAME10 First Name 10 3,77  3,77  

9,24  
9.24 : 5 = 1.848;  rounded 1.85 

Extra Points of the Competition: 1.85  

4.3. Points of the Ranking List 
Racing points plus extra points of the competition are the real points of the ranking list 
which will be taken for the evaluation of the lists of improvement and the starting list of 
the year.  


